Assessing Student Work

How do I know when I am done?

You are done when...

- You found a solution to all parts of the problem.
- You have used as much math language as you can to communicate your solution.
- You have attached...
  - Your final draft of your solution
  - A graph, chart, table, diagram, or model that accompanies your solution
  - All of your scratch work
  - This paper
- Your name and the date are on all pieces of your work.
- You have assessed your work using the tool below.

Student Self-Assessment tool:

**Math Language**
I used...

- [ ] None
- [ ] A Little
- [ ] A Lot

**Math Representation**
I used... (circle ones used)

- graph
- plot
- chart
- table
- list
- diagram
- model
- verbal
- symbolic

My representation...

- [ ] Had no labels
- [ ] Had some labels
- [ ] Had all labels

“I noticed…” Statements
I made...

- [ ] None
- [ ] One
- [ ] More than one

**Explanation**
I explained...

- [ ] None of my work
- [ ] Some of my work
- [ ] All of my work